
submitted_at started_at Do you have any comments about the introduction of a PSPO in the 

London Borough of Brent surrounding area?

If yes, how would you describe your disability  

18/11/21 18/11/21 Inconsiderate use of e-scooters is nerve-wracking and potentially dangerous for 

anyone with mobility, sight or hearing issues

Arthritis

18/11/21 18/11/21 Excellent idea chronic osteoarthritis of the knees

17/11/21 17/11/21 Great as long as it is enforced! You do not enforce fly tipping very well by the 

notice about it at junction Anson Rd and Broadway!

Difficulty walking as have longterm severe back pain 

and blood cancer that causes extreme fatigue

14/11/21 14/11/21 Use of e-scooters on road. Or pavement is dangerous to pedestrians and road 

users. It can lead to secondary collision and as a form of bullying.

Dislexic

23/11/21 23/11/21 Please do introduce PSPO ASA in Brent.  Also spitting of the beetle leaf (Pan) 

has not stopped in Wembley Central and all areas around the Wembley Park 

station. Can this issue get Council officers monitoring and issuing fines more 

vigorously please.

I have a mobility constraint

01/12/21 01/12/21 I am nearly 80 years old and find the use of e-scooters quite frightening as I 

cannot hear them approaching and they are often used on pavements.

I have spinal problems, which means my legs 

sometimes feel weak and numb, making it difficult to 

move quickly.  I also wear hearing aids.

10/11/21 10/11/21 Important to inform contractors and cab drivers not to sit with engines idling and 

reckless owners of scooters about the enviromental and public dangers. The 

introduction of a PSPO would help to educate and hold to account individuals 

who fail to adhere to the rules for public safety and health.

Long term health condition.

21/11/21 21/11/21 introduce  the policy at the level of speed they accelerate :-) mental and physical

02/12/21 02/12/21 I donâ€™t know how this could be enforced even if brought in, without the 

necessary funds and resources.

Rheumatoid Arthritis

25/11/21 25/11/21 E Scooters are another form of transport like a bike. They pose the same risk as 

riding a bike. Trying to ban them is wrong.

Speech

18/11/21 18/11/21 No comment Spine pain results from a industrial accident

09/11/21 09/11/21 Stutter.

19/12/21 19/12/21 E-scooters, whether in a trial or not, should be banned from parks. Their 

advocates say they are an alternative to a car but cars are not allowed in Brent 

parks. And any e-scooter must be illegal on the pavement. whether being ridden 

or parked.

Visual impairment

19/12/21 19/12/21 Even if they are part of a trial scheme or are made legal e-scooters should be 

banned in parks. Supporters say they are an alternative to cars but we don't 

have cars driving in our parks except for official business, eg Parks dept, 

deliveries to cafes.  A strong message should be sent out that e-scoters are not 

allowed on pavements.

Visual impairment


